Abstract.In the field of artificial intelligence and computer science, Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) is often used to model the knowledge, the inference in multi-agentknowledge, the action reasoningin game, and so on. This is because, unlike the general static epistemic logic, the dynamic perception can express the knowledge update in the multi-agent interaction. This paper,after analyzing some kinds of knowledge involved in the multi-agent interaction, proposes a Knowledge Sharing System (KSS) that extends the epistemic language with a new operator of 'knowledge sharing' for bi-agent interaction. Its soundness and completeness will beproved, and some properties about it will be analyzed in this paper.This system offers a clear presentation of how an agent gets to understand the other's intentions through the action of "sharing", which allows further interaction.
Introduction
Knowledge is an ancient and complex concept, but also an actively, frequently studied in many disciplines. Every major subject of artificial intelligence there are perception, planning, reasoning, learning and communication can be interpreted as the concept of knowledge, therefore knowledge lies at the head in artificial intelligence [1] . The definition of knowledge involves a wide range of areas, including philosophy, artificial intelligence, game theory, psychology and so on.What is knowledge? The answer to this question is often transformed into another question: What are the conditionsfor knowledge? For this, the most classic should be directly traced back to Plato. He believed knowledge is confirmed true belief, which also means:Agent knows P, and only if (I) P is true, (II) Agent believes P, (III) Agent has good reason to believe P [2] .
However, this traditional method waschallenged by Gettier. He put forward the counter example which meets the terms of the above definitionbut in fact agent does not knowP [3] .Although it has been challenged, a new definition of knowledge has not yet emerged.And the'three conditions of knowledge'is still accepted by most people.
Correspondingly, in artificial intelligence, if the machine in every state explicitly encodes the fact into a sentence which can be interpreted as a formal language or can be derived from other formal sentences by the rules in logical system, it is seem as knowing the fact [1] .In flied of science and technology, the study about knowledge reasoning is booming. Hintikka first time took the traditional modal logic technology into epistemic logic [4] . And Kripke model give a chance for semantic analysis to epistemic logic [5] . Since then, the study of knowledge has become an important research field in computer science, artificial intelligence, and game theory. Particularly, the computer scientists use the theory of epistemic logic to analyze multi-agent reasoning about knowledge and belief [6] . In artificial intelligence, researchers have tried to find out a tutoring systems abut computational and cognitive model concerning the nature of knowledge and communication [7] . Some are using the knowledge to model the intelligent agent's learning environment [8] .And the research is from original static analysis to dynamic epistemic which refers to multi-agent knowledge, belief, action and other elements in interaction [9] .Especially, dynamic epistemic logichas been used tomodel thehigh order information, the semantic update, and the machine de most impo
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Relativized Common Knowledge.In the process of research, it is found that if add the common knowledge operator to the public announcement logic, then a completeness proof with reduction axioms is impossible.Sincepublic announcement logic there is no reduction axiom for formulas [10] . If needs to use the reduction axiom to take plays in proof the system, we must revise the common knowledge, put forward the relativized common knowledge, makes it possible to use regulation axiomatic proof structure of the logic system [18] . If , means 'relativized common knowledge', then the relation with the general common knowledge is as follows:
In addition, the different from common knowledge to relativized common knowledge can be analyzed in detail as follow: 
If we extend the public announcement system by add the common knowledge into it, proof the completeness of new system in Canonical model would involvebasic theorem of canonical model.By 'definition 1', we havethe result that (4) is equivalent to:
For the 'every ∩ route is , route' is not the 'every ∩ route is route', if did not select the model which is true in, then there are different route. As analysis above, the following we will use relativized common knowledge to construct the system of relative knowledge. And unless otherwise specified, in the following, the 'common knowledge'refers to'relativized common knowledge'.
The reasoning system about knowledge sharing(KSS): From single-agentprivate knowledge to bi-agent common knowledge
According to the above analysis, many kinds of knowledge can be classified into private knowledge and common knowledge in the process of the bi-agent interaction. Therefore, KSS is a knowledge sharing system, which can explain how the private knowledge changes to common knowledge by sharing in the process of the interaction between bi-agent.
Language. Definition 2 (Language of KSS):Let a finite set of propositional variablesP, and a finite set of bi-agent N=a, b be given. The language is definedby the BNFas follows:
where, p, iN. ForKis the operator of 'know', and means 'agentiknow ',or' is agent i's knowledge'.Sis the operator of 'sharing', and , means ' will hold after sharing ',or 'if successfully sharing φ , then get '.Cis the operator of 'relativized common knowledge', and , can read as ' φ relativized to is the common knowledge in double agent'.Moreover,Ǩ which is the dual of can read as'agenticonsiders it possible that ', and Ƨ , which is the dual of , means'the sharing can be made and after that is true'.The otherabbreviations for the propositional connectives , , and are defined as usual.This language is interpreted in models for epistemic logic. Semantics. Definition We wright wR i w 0 if (w,w 0 )R i for 'w 0 is accessible from w for agent i', and (,w) is an epistemic state or pointed model with wW. Each R i is an equivalence relation. As is usual for epistemic logic, which extends from multi-modal logic S5n. i.e., S5n is the subsystem of KSS, whose agentiknows true facts and is capable of both positive and negative introspection. Definition , then
, ) And the following rules: It is usually used to prove the completeness of the modal logic systems; in addition to that, there is another way, which is to use a translation rule, which can transform the dynamic logic of the updating operator to the static logic without updating the operator [19] . And in this process the concrete procedure is using reduction axioms to Hilbert-style proof system [18] .
Before the formal proof of the completeness of the system, we need to give the relevant translation rules and related definitions as follows [20] :
Definition 6 (Translation of eliminating dynamic operator):The translation function takes a formula from the to a formula in the 5 as follows:
Definition 7 (Modal complexity): Given any formula ∈ , the Modal complexity of a formula is function takes a formula from the to Natural number set N, and noted as F by the following rules: agent is sensibility because it understands it can know the new knowledge after the other agent's sharing action. And it is means if the sharing action holds, then the agent can know the new knowledge will be gain.
Conclusions and further research
In this paper, we analysis many kinds of knowledge, and classified them as the single-agentindividual knowledge, and bi-agent common knowledge. And then, we took private knowledge and relativized common knowledge as two kinds of operator for reasoning system which is about bi-agent knowledge sharing in interaction. And we also proof some useful related proposition properties. Through the KSS system, we obtain a logical methodto depict the process of bi-agent interaction from the privateknowledge to the common knowledge.According to KSS, we have found common knowledge is the key for keeping the interaction to go on. However, the action of sharing is a bridge of connecting private knowledge to common knowledge. But, how does private knowledge change? That is, how to form the internal iterate of private knowledge? After all, agent's knowledge base is different betweenbefore and after sharing. These questions will be our next work. The following research can be more complex, for instant, adds temporal operator in the current system, and then the proof for system would become more difficult, but also more useful and stronger reasoning ability.
